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Abstract— The Web is an huge source of data mining which is fast growing and dynamic that provides ample opportunities which are often
not used. Due to its huge amount and the unstructured nature web data represent a real challenge to traditional data mining techniques. The
constantly increasing demand of finding pattern from large data enhances the association rule mining. The traditional algorithm for association
rule discovery is Apriori. Scanning the database many times is the drawback of Apriori algorithm, so that it doesn’t work well with the
large database. Researchers developed a plenty of algorithms and techniques for finding association rules. The generation of candidate set is the
main problem. Among the existing techniques, the most efficient and scalable approach is frequent pattern growth (FP-growth) method.
Generation of a massive number of conditional FP tree is the main obstacle of FP growth. In this research paper, we proposed an algorithm
improved FP tree with a table for mining association rules. This algorithm mines all possible frequent item set without conditional FP tree
generation. Our proposed method implemented the
improved FP-Tree based on Map-Reduce framework which has high achieving
performance compared with the basic FP-Growth. Moreover, use of Map-Reduce to parallelize FP-Growth algorithm, thereby improving the
overall performance of frequent item sets mining. It also gives the frequency of frequent items to evaluate the desired association
rule and enhance the time efficiency of mining association rule.
Keywords—association rule mining; apriori algorithm; frequent pattern growth method ; improved FP-Tree; frequent item set; map reduce
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I. INTRODUCTION
The advancement of the internet and the substantial
amount of information being generated daily has turned
the web into a huge information store. By discovering and
examining the web data, we can save more work time and
get more useful information. Web mining involves web
usage mining, web structure mining and web content mining
[13]. With web usage mining, we extract and examine useful
information from web log data. One of the most important
techniques in web usage mining is mining frequent traversal
patterns. Web logs are the source data for web usage
mining. To analyze web logs, the first stage is to divide web
log records into sessions. Here a session is a set of
page references of one source site during one logical
period. Practically a session is a user visiting a web site,
performing work, and then leaving the web sites.
Web usage mining has three main steps: (i) preprocessing,
(ii) pattern discovery and (iii) pattern analysis. In this pattern
discovery means applying the introduced methods of
frequent pattern discovery to the log data. For this reason in
the preprocessing phase the data have to be converted such
that the algorithms can use this output of the conversion as
the input. Pattern analysis means examining the results
obtained by the algorithms and drawing conclusions. In the

overall process of Web usage mining pattern analysis is the
last phase.
In Web Usage Mining the general goal is to collect
interesting information about user’s navigation patterns. This
information can be used later to improve the web site
from the users’ viewpoint. The results obtained by the web
log mining can used for various purposes: (i) to enhance
user navigation through prefetching and caching; (ii) to
personalize the delivery of web content; (iii) to develop
better web design.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
In 1991 Frequent pattern mining was first introduced by
the Agrawal [9] for the market basket analysis. The main
goal of mining association rule is to detect and identify the
customer behavior from association of different item brought
from the supermarket. The most famous example of an
association rule is a customer who buys diapers and
frequently buys beers too. Researchers developed a lot of
algorithms and techniques for determining association rule
like Apriori which scan the database many times and very
costly with long pattern [8][16]. The next well known
algorithm for association is FP-Growth method based on
divide and conquer way is introduced by Jiawei Han[3]. As
compared to Apriori, the FP-tree algorithm has better
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performance. But, FP-tree generates large amounts of
conditional pattern and corresponding tree. When both the
algorithms faced large dataset, its computational cost and
execution time increases. Hence, we will try to use an
improved FP tree algorithm for the association rule mining
which will enhance the efficiency of the algorithm.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed system

The proposed algorithm has two basic steps: first, scan the
transaction database, the transaction database is transformed
to the tree similar with the FP tree in the scanning process,
and keeps all related information between items in the
database, second, mining the tree to find all possible
association rules. Compared to the FP -growth algorithm, this
algorithm only needs to scan the transaction database once, so
it can increase the time efficiency of mining association rules.
1. Read the web log files
2. Preprocessing
Preprocessing is necessary, because Log file contain noisy
and ambiguous data which can affect result of mining
process. Before applying any web mining algorithm data
preprocessing is main steps to filter and organize only
appropriate information. Preprocessing reduce log file size
and also enhance the quality of available data. Preprocessing
includes field extraction, data cleansing, user identification,
session identification.
i) Select required attribute from log file such as IP Address
URL, Date and Time, Protocol, Port Number and Page
Number & remove other attributes if present.
ii) Remove irrelevant or invalid entries like robot request.
iii) Determine unique users according to IP address and
unique web pages from cleaned log files.
iv) Session identification: Here the main task is to identify
different user session from access log. For identifying
sessions a referrer-based method is used.
URL of the page which contains the link that created the
request; name and version of the browser being used. This
information can be used to reconstruct the user navigation
sessions within the web site from which the log data
originates. In an ideal scenario, whenever an access is made

available to a given web site each user is allocated an unique
IP address. It is expected that a user visits the site more than
once and each time possibly with a different goal in mind.
The resulting transaction data must be formatted to observe
the data model of the appropriate data mining task once
domain-dependent.
3. Pattern Discovery (Finding the frequent pattern)
There are plenty of existing algorithms for generating
frequent patterns from the access paths. But they are less
effective in terms of memory requirement and their execution
time. The proposed algorithm is modification of FP-tree
Algorithm. In this algorithm the main idea is to maintain a
frequent pattern tree of the database. This algorithm scans the
data base only once and generate page table. This table stores
the information about web pages, the pointer field that stores
the reference of that web page and the number of times the
user accessed that web page in the pattern base tree.
By traversing in bottom up fashion FP growth algorithm
generates frequent item sets from FP-Tree. It allows
discovery of frequent item set without the generation of
candidate item set. This improvised approach has two-step.
Step 1: Construct a compact data structure FP-tree.
Step 2: Extracts frequent item sets directly from FP-tree.
After finding the frequent pattern find the confidence and
support value for each frequent pattern.
4. Pattern Analysis
On various criteria the pattern prediction is done by using
pattern analysis.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Input Design
The process of input design is converting user-oriented input
to a computer-based format. In this process the main goal is to
make the data entry easier, logical and error free. In the
present Research work, the input is the web log file. The web
log file has the.log extension and contains ASCII characters.
In each request the corresponding log file contains: IP address
of the computer making the request; User ID, (this field is not
used in most cases); date and time of the request; a status field;
size of the file transferred; Referring URL, that is, the URL of
the page which contains the link that created the request; name
and version of the browser being used.
This information can be used to reconstruct the user
navigation sessions within the web site from which the log
data originates. In an ideal scenario, whenever an access is
made available to a given web site each user is allocated an
unique IP address. It is expected that a user visits the site more
than once and each time possibly with a different goal in mind.
The resulting transaction data must be formatted to observe the
data model of the appropriate data mining task once the
domain-dependent data transformation phase is completed. For
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instance, the format of the data for the [9], [15] discovery task
may be different than the format for mining sequential
patterns.
B. Algorithm
Algorithm 1: Improvised FP-Tree Construction
Input: Transaction database
Output: Improved FP-Tree, header table and spare table.
Obtain the support for each item.
Then remove the items which do not meet the minimum
support.
Discover the most frequent item in the transaction database.
Generate a root node which is referred to as original root.
For each transaction in the database
Based on the support in a descending order sort the transaction
Let the first item in each transaction be x and the remaining be
y
Set original root as current root
if x is the most frequent item
if x is not child of root
Create x as the child of current root
Make x's node as the current root
Increase the count of x in the header table
for all frequent items y when x is the most frequent item
if y exists as a child of the current node
Increment the count in the header table
Move the current root to the child node
else
if y is not present in the header table
Create a new node for y as the child of current root
make the count of the corresponding item in the header
table as 1
Make the newly created node as current root
else
Move all left items in the transaction to the spare table
else
Move all the items of the transaction to the spare table.
B. An Improved FP-Tree using Map-Reduce Algorithm
The Improved FP-tree uses four phases to parallelize FPGrowth.
Step 1: Preprocessing
1. Generate Tree using input transactions
2. Calculate FP Tree spare Table along with above tree
3. Store Tree sequences retrieved (all sequences + node count)
in file
Step 2: Map Mechanism
1. Identify Single Tree sequence from file above (individual
sequence + node count)
2. if (q.F<q.S)

3. Generate the frequent item set as all the possible
combinations of item considered and all intermediate nodes up
till the most frequent item node in New Improved FP-tree, the
frequency will be q.F+C
4. else if (q.F = = q.S)
5. Generate frequent item-sets as all the possible combinations
of the item considered and nodes having higher frequency in
New Improved FP-tree, the frequency will be q.F
6.else
7. Generate frequent item set as all the possible combinations
of item and its parent node in New Improved FP-tree, the
frequency will be q.F
8. Forward output to reducer mechanism key = Single Tree
sequence or root of sequence, value = array of frequent item
set (in string format if required)
Step 3: Reducer Mechanism
1. Identify multiple array of frequent item set (in string format
if required) received from map mechanism
2. Calculate confidence for each frequent item set
3. Identify important sequences according to confidence as
final frequent item set
4. Save output of Final frequent item set in output file of
reducer
Step 4:Post-Processing
1. Store Final frequent item set from output file to DB
2. Display Final frequent item set in GUI
C. Implementation
This project has been implemented in MapReduce to find
the item set mining for large-scale data. T10i4d100k act as
experimental data. This dataset are very sparse and have large
number of items.
In this method, first preprocessing step generates tree
using improved FP-Tree construction algorithm and tree
sequence in file. Then Map function takes individual tree
sequence as input and generates the frequent item set as all the
possible combinations of item considered using improved FPgrowth. Reducer function identifies multiple array of frequent
item set received from map mechanism and calculates
confidence for each frequent item set. Then identify important
sequences according to confidence as final frequent item set
and save output of final frequent item set in output file of
reducer. In Post-Processing, we stored final frequent item set
from output file to DB and then displayed final frequent item
set in GUI.
While implementing this method we installed VMWare
workstation and created web project in Cloudera Cent Os. We
have used NetBeans IDE 7.0.1. After that we created another
Java project. In Java project we implemented Map Reduce
code. After complete Implementation of Java project we built
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jar of this project. This Java project we executed in Web
project through its jar file.

In this section, Improved FP-tree and Improved FP-tree
with map reduce, were compared and analyzed through
experiments. Our results are implemented in Java based on
Cloudera environment.

algorithm on with Cloudera. The result discussed in this paper
shows that the Improved FP-tree algorithm with MapReduce
gives better performance as compared to same algorithm
without MapReduce as dataset size increases. It also shows
the frequency of frequent items to evaluate the desired
association rule, enhance the time efficiency of mining
association rule and gives better performance in the analysis of
large datasets.

Dataset upload part
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